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POPE.L: PROTO-SKIN SET May 23–June 30, 2017 1018 Madison Avenue, New York Opening reception: Tuesday, May 23, 5-7pm Mitchell-Innes & Nash is pleased to present Proto-Skin Set, an exhibition of early work by Pope.L from 1979 to 1994 that explores the use of materiality and language in his practice. On view for the first time is the artist’s Proto-Skin Sets, a selection of mixed media collages and assemblages that deal with the social constructions of language, race, and gender. The exhibition also includes a five-part document from 1979 that is part of an open-ended set of written works titled Communications Devices. This is Pope.L’s fourth exhibition with the gallery and is accompanied by a catalogue with a Q&A between Pope.L and Bennett Simpson, Senior Curator at Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles. Pope.L began making Proto-Skin Sets and Communication Devices in the 1970s and 1980s while he was a student at Montclair State University in New Jersey and continued working with them throughout his teaching tenure at Bates College in Maine. Using language and writing as a starting point, these works anticipate his ongoing project “Skin Sets,” text-based works that employ language to construct pointed, absurd, and layered messages about the vagaries of color. The Proto-Skin Sets use found materials like local newspapers, commercial poster boards, and billboard advertisements as a point of departure to examine the possibilities of language. Pope.L interpolates the methods and uses of writing, both visually and literarily. Seeing language as image and image as language, Pope.L uses texture and mark-making to make these definitions concrete. He incorporates organic materials to speak about duration—for example peanut butter, semen, and human hair—in several of the works, something he has done subsequently throughout his practice. Pope.L began creating Communications Devices in 1976 when he was navigating how to write language and text within his practice. Communications Devices are a wide-ranging enterprise composed primarily of written things—in the form of stories, novels, plays, song lyrics, documentation, and more—and is part of the larger Proto-Skin Sets series. Some of the stories in the Communications Devices set, for example, were published as fiction in small literary presses while others were kept in an accounting ledger (now lost) along with the majority of the oeuvre. The Communications Device on view at Mitchell-Innes & Nash is a project from the 1970s. For this project, Pope.L gathered gallery show postcards intended to promote contemporary exhibitions in SoHo, wrote on them, and mailed them out to galleries of which he was aware. In addition, he created an enlarged version of the same text, typing it out on 250 copies of standard photocopy paper before leaving small stacks in the same galleries. The total number of postcards or which particular ones were mailed for this four-part work is unknown. While a variety of postcards was originally mailed, the only one that remains is in photocopy form and advertises a group show at The Clocktower.







About Pope.L Pope.L (b. 1955, Newark, New Jersey) is a visual artist and educator whose multidisciplinary practice uses binaries, contraries, and preconceived notions embedded within contemporary culture to create art works in various formats, such as writing, painting, performance, installation, video, and sculpture. Building upon his long history of enacting arduous, provocative, absurdist performances and interventions in public spaces, Pope.L applies some of the same social, formal, and performative strategies to his interests in language, system, gender, race, and community. The goals for his work are several: joy, money, and uncertainty—not necessarily in that order. Current and recent exhibitions, performances, and projects include Whispering Campaign at documenta 14, Athens and Kassel (2017); “Claim (Whitney Version)” at the 2017 Whitney Biennial (2017); “PLAMA (The Spot),” a commercial commissioned for On the Tip of the Tongue at Museum of Modern Art Warsaw (2016); the 32nd Biennal de São Paulo (2016); The Freedom Principle at ICA Philadelphia (2016) and MCA Chicago (2015); The Public Body at Artspace, Sydney (2016); Less than One at Walker Art Center, Minneapolis (2016); Trinket at The Geffen Contemporary, Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles (2015). About Mitchell-Innes & Nash Founded by Lucy Mitchell-Innes and David Nash, who previously headed the worldwide Contemporary and Impressionist & Modern Art divisions of Sotheby’s, Mitchell-Innes & Nash places exemplary contemporary artists within a historical context, revealing a continuity of ideas and aesthetic virtuosity from the Modern era through the present day. Mitchell-Innes & Nash’s renowned exhibition program, in both their Madison Avenue and Chelsea locations, fosters excellence within artistic practice, while forging an informed dialogue between emerging and established internationally recognized artists. From acclaimed surveys of 20th century masters, such as Jean Arp, Anthony Caro, Jay DeFeo, Willem de Kooning, Leon Kossoff, Kenneth Noland, Roy Lichtenstein, and Nicolas de Stael, to solo exhibitions of Sarah Braman, Keltie Ferris, Daniel Lefcourt, Pope.L, Martha Rosler, and Jessica Stockholder, Mitchell-Innes & Nash has proven expertise in both advancing the careers of emerging artists and maintaining the superior standard set by established artists. Caption: Pope.L, Truth and Time a.k.a. Now You Can Bring Black History Home, 1994. Gel medium, magazine photos and peanut butter on plywood with thumbtacks in plywood container. 13 1/8 by 15 1/4 by 3 in. 33.3 by 38.7 by 7.6 cm. © Pope.L Courtesy of the artist and Mitchell-Innes & Nash, NY Listings Information: Mitchell-Innes & Nash is located at 534 West 26th Street in Chelsea and 1018 Madison Avenue on the Upper East Side. Tel: 212 744 7400 | Web: www.miandn.com | Email: [email protected] Press Inquires: Taylor Maatman | FITZ & CO | Tel: 646 589 0926 | Email: [email protected] Yun Lee | FITZ & CO | Tel: 646 589 0920 | Email: [email protected]
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17 - Precom-C-5 

1,30 m² arrelage radiateur. PP 83. P.mélaminé. P.mélaminé. Hsp:2,40. 1,10 m². GT. Sdb. Hsp:2,40. Carrelage. 7,80 m². Chambre. Hsp:2,40. 13,50 m². Parquet. 2.
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John 17:1-11 #5 

â€œFather, the hour has come; glorify your Son that the Son may glorify you, 2 ... know in truth that I came from you; and they have believed that you sent me. 9. I am.
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17 

Offre valable en France mÃ©tropolitaine jusqu'au 31/12/2016. ConformÃ©ment Ã  la loi â€œinformatique et libertÃ©sâ€�, vous disposez d'un droit d'accÃ¨s et de rectification ...
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17 

Oklahoma vs Texas Tech. 04/09/17 at Lubbock, Texas ... #35 Jolan Cailleau (TT) vs. #20 Spencer Papa ... Oklahoma 13-9 (1-3 Big 12); National ranking #16.
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17 

Anagennisi Karditsa. Group B. Panionios. Ergotelis. Zakynthos. Panetolikos. Group C. PAOK. Chania. Panthrakikos. Olympiacos Volos. Group D. Panathinaikos.
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17 ... 

27 sept. 2017 - Miranda Corbett (KCW) def. Bernacho, Evelyn (DU) 6-1, 6-1. 5. Maddie Schacht (KCW) def. Jamka, Julia (DU) 6-1, 6-0. 6. Sierra Henry (KCW) ...
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17 

taken order in his due justice: First, that no practical Sin is so. Sinful as some error in judgment ; no man so accursed with in- delible infamy and dedolent ...
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9, rue Jean Grémillon - 72013 Le Mans cedex 2. ➚ www.agri72.fr. RÉUSSIR, votre revue mensuelle au lieu de 196 €. BULLETIN D'ABONNEMENT. 11 numéros.
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17 fÃ©vr. 2018 - Singles competition. 1. CHANG,Claire (MUR) def. Karoline Haller (WRSTW) 7-5, 6-1. 2. Haily Morgan (WRSTW) def. SHARAPOVA,Stasya (MUR) 4-6, 6-3, 7-6. 3. LONCAREVIC,Anja (MUR) def. Madison Riley (WRSTW) 6-3, 6-3. 4. Luisa Pelayo (WRSTW
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614VR instruction manual (17-5-2017) - UserManual.wiki 

Due to low power design, this product is exempted from RF exposure or SAR ... -Use a Smart Phone with included VR Goggles and 2.4GHz Transmitter for the ... the vehicle, record video and take still images (Requires Free App Download)
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08 5:17:51 PM - Julien Bonhomme 

his â€œmiracle God,â€� to see â€œthe rope of the creationsâ€� and to start his â€œmythologyâ€�); the birth ..... He also claims, â€œI am San Franciscoâ€� â€“ a particularly relevant analogy since it is at the same time the Spanish name of a ... rathe
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614VR instruction manual (17-5-2017) - UserManual.wiki 

(2) this device must accept any interference received, ... Due to low power design, this product is exempted from RF exposure or SAR evaluation and is safe for ...
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614VR instruction manual (17-5-2017) 

... this product is exempted from RF exposure or SAR evaluation and is safe for intended use ... -Control Vehicle from your Smart Device (when not in VR Mode).
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Draft Playoff Schedule 11-5-17.xlsx 

G14 Ga me 1. 1:45 PM. 2:00 PM. B10 G a am e. 6. Ga me 2. Fin a l. B. 1. 0. F. G14 G me 2. 2:15 PM. 2:30 PM. 2:45 PM. 3:00 PM. B10 G am e. 6. G10 Ga me 2. G.
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Dictée 17 

Suis les trois étapes suivantes : 1. Écoute la dictée attentivement (sans l'écrire). 2. Écris maintenant la dictée. 3. Refais l'étape 1 pour t'assurer que tu as écrit ...
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CHAPTER 17 

when z = a, i.e. the unit load is immediately to the right of K, SK = (L - a)/L which is the ordinate ... different positions, which will enable us to calculate the principal values. ... constructed by introducing a hinge at K and imposing a unit cha
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chapter 17 

Changes can be made in the design criteria during the progress of a job ... Many drilled pier shafts through soil or soft rock are drilled with the open-helix auger.
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Document 17 

terre, et immoler le peuple à l'appui que lui donnerait la politique ... soupçon de libéralisme, leur devint dès lors antipathique et odieux; et plus tard, au nom de ...
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Aylesford 17 

2. 0. 2 3 2 3 12 10 12 13. 0 ã€‚ ã€‚ 7. 9 10 2 13 12 10 87578 75 3. 10 . .. ....â€¦â€¦... , ... . Guitar2 ã€‚ 2 3 0 0203232 . ã€‚ 4 . } . 412. /12. , ...,. â€¢â€¢â€¢â€¢â€¢ ã€‚ww. # .,. MQ-. ä¸‰ 10 3 8 0.
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T04-17 

An highly integrated and light High Resolution camera, based on recurrent design ... environment monitoring and national security, wi th a particular focus on the ...
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17 - UEFA.com 

1 mai 2016 - Article 5. IntÃ©gritÃ© de la compÃ©tition. 17. Article 6. Devoirs des clubs. 18 .... contrÃ´le ces droits, ou selon toute bonne foi serait en mesure de le faire), ainsi ...... remplaÃ§ant une pelouse naturelle par une pelouse artificiell
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T04-17 

It ranges from low -cost, basic operational performances and light satellites, up to high reliability, high ... the end of 2005. ... Radar instruments deriv ed from Sar-Luppe equipment and gaining benefits from the Cosmo -Skymed program.
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17 - Alstom 

13 juil. 2016 - suburbains en France, de trains régionaux en Italie, en Allemagne et en Suède, l'exécution progressive du projet PRASA en Afrique du Sud, la maintenance pour des trains à grande vitesse au Royaume-Uni, ainsi qu'un projet de signalisat
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